Alameda County Mental Health Advisory Board
Annual Community Service Awards

Previous Awardees

2001
Business: Pathways to Wellness
Consumer: Nia-Simone Banks
Professional: Steven Bucholtz
Volunteer: Edison ‘Tom’ Lee

2002
Child/Adolescent: Tracy MacDonald
Consumer: James ‘Scotty’ Scott
Professional: Steve Bischoff & Joyce Kim
Public Awareness: William Brand
Volunteer: Austra Gauger

2003
Child/Adolescent: Anika Russell
Consumer: Nancy Thomas
Media: Michael Isip
Professional: Sydney Loggins & The Family Service Team
Public Awareness: Karen Kramer, PhD
Volunteer: Nancy Mennel

2004
Business: Oakland Art Center
Child/Adolescent: Paul Clinton
Consumer: Garrett Murphy
Professional: Hiawatha Harris, M.D.
Volunteer: Chia-Chia Chen, Elizabeth Rebensdorf & Joe and Ruth Shimizu

2005
Business: Tomoko Nakama
Child/Adolescent: Brandy Badeaux
Consumer: Carmen Angelandretti, Jackie Brooks, Kent Gabel, Tando Goduka, Shannon Hendon, Elizabeth Thompson & Susan Isles
Professional: Steve Bischoff
Volunteer: Diana McCrossin

2006
Business: Pathways to Wellness
Child/Adolescent: Bochan Huy
Consumer: Maria Luz Ortiz
Professional: Art Hom
Professional: Robert Ratner, M.D.
Volunteer: Lena M. Wynn

2007
Business: Tanikka Saunders
Child/Adolescent: Irene Kudarauskas
Consumer: Sydney Loggins & Joseph Thrower
Professional: Nancy Rothschild, LMFT
Volunteer: Renata M. Ball & Juan Bernando Gonzalez

2008
Business: Lauren Lacey
Child/Adolescent: Melissa Brown & Katherine Piccus/Tom Anderson
Consumer: Andre Reyes & John Woodruff
Media: Rev. Barbara Meyers & Mental Health Matters
Professional: Assaf Jaffe & Minh Tran
Volunteer: Fanya Margo McDaniels & Shirley Posey

2009
Business: Michael Donner
Child/Adolescent: Jim Mullins
Consumer: Emmitt Hutson
Family: Liz Rebensdorf
Media: Tisha Kenney
Professional: Josalyn Harris
Volunteer: Rev. Jasper & Victoria Lowry

2010
Business: Therapeutic Nursery School
Child/Adolescent: Crystal Salas-Patten
Consumer: Alma Leticia Elenes
Family: Marsha McInnis
Professional: Lauren Scally, MSW, ACSW
Volunteer: Bryan Jewell

2011
Business: Affordable Housing Associates
Child/Adolescent: Tahnee Camacho
Consumer: Maria Corral
Family: Joe Rose
Media: Beats, Rhymes and Life
Professional: Dr. Khalil Rahmany & Mizgon Zahir Darby
Volunteer: Bishop Ernestine Reems

2012
Business: New York Life
Child/Adolescent: Bettina Rotenberg
Consumer: Jack Bragen
Family: Austra Gauger
Professional: April Clark
Volunteer: Mary Villa
Media: Brian Copeland

2013
Child/Adolescent: TAY Initiative
Consumer: Abu Rahim & Madlynn Johnson
Faith-Based: Rev. William Kruse
Family: Donna Raines
Media: Noriko Inagaki
Professional: Brenda Goldstein, Guy Qvistgaard & Jennifer Winship

2014
Business: Susan Manzi
Child/Adolescent: Children’s Hospital Oakland
Consumer: Robert Villanueva
Faith-Based: St. Mary’s Center
Media: KTVU
Professional: Rick Crispino
Volunteer: Gail Steele

2015
Child/Adolescent: Deb Yates
Consumer: Michelle Campbell-Mateo
Family: Tanya McCullom
Faith Based: Pastor Horacio Jones
Media: Native American Health Center
Professional: Hiawatha Harris, M.D.
Volunteer: Mission San Jose High School Peer Resource Group
Promising Innovative Program: Cultura y Bienestar

2016
Child/Adolescent: Carole L. Dorham-Kelly, Ph.D.
Consumer: Paulette Franklin
Cultural Responsiveness: Lavender Seniors of the East Bay
Media: Jesse Brooks
Professional: Nina Gutierrez
Volunteer: African American Steering Committee on Health and Wellness
Promising Innovative Program: Hope Intervention Program